
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

The common, even universal, tendency of primary classes to drop in pitch
when singing with the usual thick tone might show anyone that the voice
_________________ in an abnormal manner.

1.

(use)was being used

In one temple, where service _________________, only two out of the
entire congregation escaped.
2.

(hold)
was being held

One day, soon after Philip had been to visit Tom, he and Maggie were in
the study alone together while Tom's foot ____________________.
3.

(dress)was being dressed

Boiled rice and boiled fish were brought for supper, but he was too
indignant at the way he ____________________ to eat.
4.

(treat)was being treated

In accordance with this, he took occasion to come up from his factory on
three different evenings, each time carefully surveying the house, in order to
discover whether any visitor ________________________.

5.

(entertain)was being entertained

He shouted himself hoarse about the way the rebels
_____________________.
6.

(feast)were being feasted

Near the floor there were vents through which air ___________________
into the room.
7.

(force)
was being forced

I ____________________ down a subterranean outlet, through some
water passage under the rock wall, and into the open sea.
8.

(carry)
was being carried

The six candidates tried to sit looking disinterested and unconscious while
their fates _____________________.
9.

(decide)were being decided

He __________________ somewhere to be thanked-by a lot of other
people, and he didn't like being thanked.
10.

(take)
was being taken

A lone prisoner ____________________ in.11. (bring)was being brought

The evenings had grown so cool that considerable attention
__________________ the fire in the living room.
12.

(give)was being given
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A sheep ____________________ in an adjoining shed: we were to be
feasted.
13.

(skin)
was being skinned

He ____________________ into a vortex of hate and battle.14. (drag)was being dragged

It seemed as if in the azure heights of the sky a solemn mystery
______________________, and the earth lay silent in solemn awe.
15.

(perform)
was being performed

When the match _________________ I was nicely had; I thought she was
young, nice to look at and clean.
16.

(make)
was being made

While the horse _________________, he stood near the fire to dry his
boots.
17.

(shoe)
was being shod

He thought he _____________________ by the infuriated shades of his
ancestors.
18.

(follow)
was being followed

It appeared that he had staked sum equivalent to the whole amount there
was in the bank, and it was while the game ___________________ that we
had entered into conversation.

19.

(play)
was being played

And there he saw, to his surprise, that a great banquet
_____________________ in the gloomy hall.
20.

(prepare)was being prepared
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